Are you really prepared for
your next cloud move?
Tools-based Methodologies and Best Practices
For Full Business Assurance on your Journey to the Cloud

ZeroDown® Software Cloud Readiness Services

How your business benefits

When it comes to evolving an effective cloud strategy, many IT and business
leaders claim that they are ready. But, when push comes to shove, they
secretly confess that they struggle with execution. Well, your secret’s safe
with us. Rather, we affirm it is high time to bring your vision to the fore.
We empower organizations of any size to make bold cloud moves by
mitigating business risk. Our tools-based methodologies provide end-toend solutions to run your business-critical apps in hybrid and multi-cloud
environments best suited to the task.

•

Reduce risk when deploying to
the cloud

•

Deploy a safety net for
application migration
Ensure significantly greater
cloud reliability & performance
Address your regulatory and
compliance needs up front

DISCOVER

ASSESS &
PLAN

Assess Workload Readiness
•
•
•

What workloads are best
candidates to move?
What apps are cloud-ready today?
What’s the right cloud/platform mix
(legacy, on-prem, private or public?)

MIGRATE

•
•

•

OPERATE

TEST

Manage Business Risk
•

•

Introduce a new uptime standard
for disaster recovery: RPO=ZERO
Assess costs per workload per cloud
Secure your workloads from threats
and data loss

Empower Run/Operate
•
•
•

Ensure audit and control
capabilities for data compliance
No disruption to apps/revenues
Provide business assurance for
hybrid and multi-cloud ops

A leader in partner-driven solutions for the enterprise on the benefits of consulting with ZeroDown® Software:
“Cloud-readiness experts is right. The ZeroDown® Software team shared with me their tools and methodology to help
determine which applications on which devices to migrate and best practices to manage them for business assurance,
resource optimization, and more. Tailored and laser-focused services to a tee.”
~ Hannibal Scipio, Microsoft Global Business Strategy Lead | Partner-to-Partner Go To Market
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A rapid, reliable, and proven flight path to
Hybrid and Multi-Cloud
Cloud Readiness Assessment
• Cloud readiness diagnostics report
• Readiness-assessment by workload
• Expert advice on the best target platform for
each workload based on costs, risks, performance

Tools-based Methodologies

Getting Started with Us
1.

ZeroDown Software is an
experienced cloud-readiness
advisory service. Our process
always starts with you.

2.

Contact us to schedule a no cost
cloud discovery session with one
of our experts. We'll email you to
set up a brief call to listen to your
story and learn about your needs.

3.

To find out how we can help you
execute your cloud-readiness
strategy, please get in touch and
ask for a RISK-FREE CLOUD
CONSULTATION today:

• Industry leading software diagnostics tools
• Solutions adaptive to any environment or cloud
platform (Azure, AWS, Oracle, Google, more)
• Patented technology to avoid downtime and
provide a safety net for app migration

Cloud Best Practices
•
•

•

Go to ZeroDownSoftware.com

Proven expertise in hundreds of cloud
deployments worldwide
Success in ensuring continuous online services to
thousands of end user customers
Platform agnostic, adaptive to any environment or
cloud platform (Azure, AWS, Oracle, Google, more)

Email us:
sales@ZeroDownSoftware.com

Call us: 844-ZRO-DOWN
844-976-3696

Get Ready for your
Cloud Vision to Take
Flight Today

More client inputs on the advantages of working with ZeroDown® Software:
“ZeroDown has demonstrated significant cloud-readiness expertise and a depth of knowledge
not found in many services firms. The combination of proprietary tools, foresight into what’s
coming for enterprise computing and their ability to expertly address current business needs
set them apart as trusted thought partners and advisors for the Cloud, however you define it.”
~ Christina Klein, Head of Channel & Business Development, Lansweeper
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